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PERIOD MAPPING VIA BRIESKORN MODULES
BY

MORIHIKO SAITO (*)

RESUME. — Pour une deformation ^A-constante de fonctions holomorphes a singularites isolees, on definit une application de periode qui associe Ie module de Brieskorn
a chaque point, ou on utilise Ie systeme de Gauss-Manin pour definir la translation
parallele. On demontre qu'elle induit un morphisme fini de la strate /z-constante d'une
deformation miniverselle. Cela signfie que Ie module local de fonction est determine
par Ie module de Brieskorn a une ambiguite finie pres.
ABSTRACT. — For a ^-constant deformation of holomorphic functions with isolated
singularities, we define a period mapping by associating the Brieskorn module to each
point, where we use the Gauss-Manin system to define the parallel translation. We show
that it induces a finite morphism of the /^-constant stratum of a miniversal deformation.
This means that the local moduli of function is determined by Brieskorn module up to
finite ambiguity.

Introduction
Let / : (C^O) x (5,0) —> (C,0) be a /^-constant deformation of
holomorphic function with isolated singularity at 0 C C^ parametrized
by a complex analytic space (5,0). Let fs be the restriction of / to
(C^O) x {s} for s C S. By [26] we have a canonical mixed Hodge
structure on the cohomology of the Milnor fiber of fs. Then we can define
a period mapping, assuming S contractible (by shrinking S if necessary).
The weight filtration of the mixed Hodge structure is determined by the
monodromy (so called the monodromy filtration) and remains constant
by /^-constant deformation, and only the Hodge filtration varies.
Here we use Deligne's vanishing cycle sheaf [6] along /, which enables us
to avoid a delicate problem about the topological triviality of /^-constant
deformation. This is a locally constant sheaf of vanishing cohomologies (up
to a shift) on {0} x 5, and induces the parallel translation of the Hodge
(*) Texte recu Ie 28 septembre 1990, revise Ie 5 mars 1991.
RIMS Kyoto University, Kyoto 606 Japan.
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filtration which is needed to define the period mapping. We can show also
that the mapping is holomorphic (i.e., the Hodge filtration determines
holomorphic vector subbundles of the vector bundle corresponding to the
local system of vanishing cohomologies), even if S is singular. Note that
the notion of variation of (mixed) Hodge structure is not yet defined on
singular spaces.
Unfortunately this period mapping does not provide enough information, because the fibers of the mapping have positive dimensions in general
(e.g., fo = x5 + ^/ 4 ), even when S is the ^-constant stratum of the base
space of a miniversal deformation of fo, cf. also (3.4). So we consider a
refinement of the period mapping using Brieskorn module. For s e S,
Brieskorn module of fs is defined by :
^-^o/d/.Adn^o

[3] which has the structure of C^H^^-module [13], [17], i.e. C{t}module with (regular) singular connection V such that the inverse of
9f = V<9/<9< ^ well-defined, cf. [3], where t is the coordinate of C. Let Gs
be the localization of H^ by the action of 9^. It is a regular holonomic
Pc,o-module, called the Gauss-Manin system of fs [17], and 7^ is a
C^H^'^-submodule of Gs- By VARCHENKO [27] (see also [17], [20],
[21], [24]), the mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of Milnor fiber
can be obtained by taking Gry of 7-^, cf. (2.6.1), where V is the filtration
of Gs by eigenvalues of the action of Qft.
So the Brieskorn module gives finer information than the mixed Hodge
structure. Using Deligne's vanishing cycle sheaf again, we show that
the Gs {s e S) form a locally constant sheaf of regular holonomic PC omodules on 5, and get the parallel translation of the elements of Gs,
cf. (2.9). Assume S contractible so that Gs for s e S is identified with
each other by parallel translation, and denote Gs by Q. Then the H^
are ((^{^{{(^"^-submodules of Q parametrized holomorphically by S,
i.e., H'^ (s e 5') determines a locally free subsheaf of the holomorphic
scalar extension of the above locally constant sheaf (cf. (2.7-8) for a precise
statement). So we get a refined period mapping :
(0.1)

^ : S ^L{G)

by associating Brieskorn module T-i'g to s C 5, where L(^) is a set of
^{^{{(^"^-submodules of Q satisfying some conditions, cf. (2.9). Here
the locally constant sheaf of regular holonomic PC, o -modules plays the role
of the local system of vanishing cycles in the period mapping via the Hodge
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filtration on the vanishing cohomology. The problem is whether (0.1) is
injective when S is the /^-constant stratum of the base space of a miniversal
deformation of /o? l •6• :
(0.2)

Problem : Is the local moduli of ^-constant deformation
determined completely by Brieskorn modules ?

See Supplement of [20]. In [22, 2.10] we proved :
THEOREM 0.3. — (0.1) is (locally) injective on the smooth points of the
li-constant stratum^ cf. (3.2).

In this paper we show in general :
THEOREM 0.4. — (0.1) is finite to one by shrinking the ^-constant
stratum S if necessary^ cf. (3.3).

The proof is not difficult, once the period mapping is denned. In
fact, since ^ is analytic, (0.4) is reduced to dim^" 1 ^^) = 0, and
follows from (0.3), restricting to the smooth points of ^'''^(O) if
dim^"11!^) > 0. So the local moduli is determined up to finite ambiguity. For the moment, I don't have enough evidence to conjecture the
injectivity or non injectivity of ^.
As a corollary of (0.4), we can get some information about the failure of
the injectivity of the period mapping via mixed Hodge structures as above,
cf. (3.4), using the structure of Brieskorn module [22], because the Hodge
filtration of the vanishing cohomology is obtained by the graduation of the
Brieskorn module by the filtration V, cf. (2.6.1), where the information
lost by the graduation is expressed by the linear mappings c^ in [loc. cit.}.
But it is not easy to relate this directly with the geometry of the
discriminant as in [8].
Note that the mixed Hodge structure and the associated period mapping in [loc. cit.} are not well-defined because he considers deformation of
hypersurface instead of function. Although there is an embedding of the
base space of the miniversal deformation of hypersurface into the product
of an open disc with the base space of the miniversal deformation of function, it is not unique and the period mapping of the /^-constant stratum
obtained by composition is not well-defined. It is not clear whether we
can get an interesting result using a not well-defined mapping. Note also
that the theory of logarithmic vector fields and primitive forms are not
so useful for the study of the Torelli problem as in [loc. cit.}, because the
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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Euler vector field E is everywhere non zero (i.e. Fix(E) = 0) and the variation of mixed Hodge structure is not constant on the logarithmic strata
contained in the /^-constant stratum in general, cf. (3.5).
We also give a counter example to [8, (5.3)], cf. (3.9). It is possible
to give a correct (but rather transcendental) version of [loc. cit.] using
MALGRANGE'S extension of a good basis [31], cf. (3.10).
In § 1, we review some elementary facts from the theory of regular
holonomic P-module of one variable. Using this, we construct the period
mapping ^ of a not necessary smooth base space in § 2. Then the main
theorems are proved in § 3.
Most of the work is done during my stay at the university of Leiden
in 1983-84 (supported by Z.W.O.). I would like to thank the staff of the
university for the hospitality.
1. Regular holonomic P-modules of one variable
We review some facts from the elementary theory of regular holonomic
P-module of one variable which will be needed in the next section, see
also [I], [2], [7], [22, § I], etc.
1.1. — We denote by A an open disc {t C C : \t\ < 6}. Put :
0 := OA,O = C{Q,

V :- PA,O = C{t}[9t].

Let Mrh(^) be the category of regular holonomic P-modules, i.e. Vmodules M of finite type such that M[^~ 1 ] (localization by t) are
C^^'^-modules of finite type with regular singular connection in the
classical sense, cf. [7]. Let Mrh(PA)o be the category of regular holonomic PA-Modules whose characteristic varieties are contained in To*A
(i.e. their stalks at 0 belong to Mrh(P) and their restrictions to the punctured disc A* are locally free finite OA* -Modules with integrable connection). Then M^(V^)o is independent of A by restriction morphisms,
because the locally free finite OA* -Module with integrable connection can
be uniquely extended to a larger punctured disc. So we have an equivalence of categories :
(1.1.1)

MA(PA)O -^ X-h(P)

using coherent extension of P-modules. For M e M^(V) and a € C, let :
(1.1.2)

M^ = \J Ker((9tt - a) 2 : M -^ M).
i>0
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Then M is generated by Ma (a e C) over 0 = C{^}, and we get a natural
inclusions :
(1.1.3)

( B ^ — > M — > II
aCC

Ma

aCC

which induces an infinite decomposition of M. This gives the asymptotic expansion of an element of M, cf. [22, 1.5]. This is inspired by
VARCHENKO'S theory of asymptotic Hodge nitration [27], and gives a version of Varchenko's theory used in [23], cf. (2.6) below. Note that (1.1.3)
is classical if M is meromorphic type as in (1.3.2), and the general case is
reduced to this case using the localization morphism M —)• M[t~1}. Since
the action of (Qft — a) is nilpotent on M^, we have bijections :
(1.1.4)

^Af-^M^1,

Qt'.M^-^M0'

for

a / 0.

Let A be a subset of C such that A —> C/Z is bijective and 1 C A. We
define :
^tM=Q)Ma.

(1.1.5)

aCA

Then '0fM depends only on M[^~ 1 ], i.e. the localization morphism
M —>M[t~1} induces an isomorphism :
(1.1.6)

^M -^ ^tM[t-1}.

In fact, we can show that ^ is an exact functor, and the kernel and
cokernel of M —^ M[t~1} are supported in {0} (i.e. the supports of their
coherent extensions are contained in {0}), where
(1.1.7)

Ma=0 for

-a^N

if

supp M ^ {0}

by (1.1.4).
1.2. — We say that M e Mrh(P) is quasi-unipotent if M" = 0
for a ^ Q. In this case, we choose A in (1.1.5) so that A D Q = (0,1] D Q.
If M is quasi-unipotent, we define the filtration V by :
(1.2.1)

VM =MH JJ M^
l3>a
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using (1.1.3). (See also [10], [14].) By definition, we have a canonical
isomorphism :
Ma —> Gr^M.

(1.2.2)
We can check :
^ ^^

VM for a > 0 is finite free
over C{t} and also over C{{^~1}},

where C{{<9^1}} is a discrete valuation ring defined by
<

? ^^aiQ^^ : ^^a^/i\ < oo for some r > ol.
i>0

i>0

Let M C Mrh(V^)o. We say that M is quasi-unipotent, if so is its
stalk at 0, or equivalently, so is the monodromy of its corresponding local
system on A*, cf. (1.4.5). In this case, M has the filtration V defined by
(1.2.1) at 0 and by M\^ outside 0, cf. [10], [14]. Note that T^M are
coherent 0A-sub-Modules of M, because the localization of VMo -^ MQ
by t is an isomorphism by (1.1.7) and the restriction to A* of a coherent
extension of V^Mo -^ MQ is an isomorphism.
1.3. — Let Mrh(P,*) (resp. Mrh(P,!)) be the full subcategory
of Mrh(P) such that the action of t (resp. 9t) on its objects is bijective.
This condition is equivalent to :
(1.3.1)

f. M° -^ M1

(resp. 9, : M1 -^ M°).

Combined with (1.1.3-4), M e M,h(P,*) (resp. M^(R,\)) is uniquely
determined by ^M = ©^^ M^ with the action of N := -(Qft - a). We
can easily check :
(132)

M is finite free over c t

{ }[t~l} (^P- c{{^^l}}[^])
i f M e M,h(P,*) (resp. M,h(P, !)).

We say that M e Mrh(P,*) (resp. Mrh(P,!)) is meromorphic (resp. rmcrolocal) type. Let M^PA, *)o (resp. MH^PA, !)o) be the full subcategory
of Mrh(PA)o defined by the condition :
(1.3.3)

M ^ M[t-1]
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where DRA is the de Rham functor defined by :
DRA(M) = C(9t : M -^ M),
and j : A* —)• A is the natural inclusion. Note that the condition M ^
M[t~1} is equivalent to DRA(M) ^ Rj^j^DR^M) by the RiemannHilbert correspondence [II], [15]. We have equivalences of categories :
(1.3.4)

M,h(?A, *)o -^ M,h(P, *),

M,h(?A, !)o -^ M,h(P,!)

induced by (I.I.I). In fact, the assertion for * is clear, and the assertion
for ! follows from :
(1.3.5)

DRA(M) ^0} = C(9t : (Mo)1 -^ (Mo)°)

for M e X.h(PA)(h cf. (1.1.4), where MQ is the stalk of M at 0.
1.4.— Let M C Mrh(PA)o.ThenDRA(M)[-l] A* is a C-local system.
Let L(A*,C) be the category of C-local systems on A*. Using RiemannHilbert correspondence [II], [15], M C Mrh(PA,*)o or Mrh(V/\,\)o is
uniquely determined by its restriction to A*, because it holds for DRA(M)
by definition (1.3.3). So we get equivalences of categories :
(1.4.1)

Mn,(^A,*)o -^L(A*,C),

MH,(PA,!)O ——L(A*,C),

which can be also checked using the local classification of regular holonomic P-modules of one variable, cf. [I], [2], [22, 1.4.2]. For Mrh(PA,*)o,
the inverse functor is constructed explicitly by DELIGNE [7] :
Let L C L(A*,C), and {u^,...,Un} be a basis of the multivalued
sections ofL. Then the corresponding M e M^(V/^, *)o is a (^A^'^-subModule ofj\,(0A, ^cL) with a basis { ^ i , . . . , Vn} over 0^[t~1} defined by :
(1.4.2)

^ = exp(-log^(logr)/27rz)^ C r(A,^(0A* ^c L)).

Moreover, { z ? i , . . . ,Vn} is a basis of VaM (resp. y >Q! M) over OA? if ^
has quasi-unipotent monodromy (so that MQ is quasi-unipotent) and the
eigenvalues of —(logr)/27rz are contained in [ a — l , a [ (resp. ]a-l,a]). In
particular, y°'M (resp. V>aM) coincides with DELIGNE'S extension [7].
Let L e L(A*,C). Then Deligne's nearby cycles ^L [6] is isomorphic
to the multivalued sections of L, and is endowed with the action of
monodromy T. Let V(C, T) be the category of C-vector spaces with
automorphism T. Then we have an equivalence of categories :
(1.4.3)

^:L(A*,C)^y(C,r)

BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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as well-known. So we get equivalences of categories :
(1.4.4)

MH,(P,*) ^-> y(C,r),

Mn,(P,!) —. y(C,T)

by (1.3.4), (1.4.1), (1.4.3). We can also get this using the functor ^ in
(1.1.5), because we have the compatibility of^ with the de Rham functor :
(1.4.5)

^ M = ^ ( D R A ( M ) A*)[-I]

for

M 6 M^(V^)^

where the action of T on the right hand side corresponds to exp(-27rz<9^)
on ^fM = (D^A-^^ cf- (1-1-5). This compatibility is a special case
of [10], [14]. It is reduced to the meromorphic case (i.e. M C M^(?^, *)o)
by (1.1.6), and follows from [7] using the morphism exp(- log^(logr)/27rz)
in (1.4.2). As a corollary, the inverse functor of the equivalence of categories (1.4.4) is given as follows :
Let L C Y(C,r), and L = Q^L\ the decomposition by eigenvalues
of T. Then the corresponding M is defined by :
(1.4.6)

M^ = LA

for

A == exp(-27na),

using (1.1.3-4), (1.3.1), where T on L\ corresponds to exp(-27rz9^)
on M<
2. Gauss-Manin systems and Brieskorn modules
We construct the period mapping via Brieskorn modules for a fnconstant deformation of function. The underlying idea is to imitate the
construction of the variation of Hodge structure associated with a smooth
projective family, cf. remark after (2.8). Since the base space may be
singular, we cannot apply directly the theory of mixed Hodge Modules,
because it produces an object different from what we need to construct
the holomorphic period mapping (i.e., the holomorphic vector bundle
corresponding to a local system) in the singular case. So we take a rather
classical approach.
2.1. — Let X be an open set of C77' containing 0, S a reduced complex
analytic space, and / : X x S —> C a holomorphic function. In this paper
we assume n > 1, because the case n = 1 is trivial. Put fs = f \ x x { s } '
Assume /s(0) = 0, and Sing/s = {0}. Then it is well-known that
the Milnor number li(fs) of fs is constant (using the discriminant, for
example), and it is denoted by ji. So / is called a /^-constant deformation
(which is preferable to ^-constant unfolding). We define :
(2.1.1)

74' := n^/5/d/A dn^|^.
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By the same argument as [3], H'^ has a structure of Os {^-Module with
action of ^-1 such that 9^~1 commutes with the action of Os, where
Os{t} = OcxS | {o}xs with t the coordinate of C. We define a subcomplex
(^•,d)of(n^^,d)by:
(2.1.2)

K1 = Ker(d/A : ^^ -^ ^s/s}-

Since {9f/9xi,..., 9f/9xn} is a regular sequence, the complex :
(^xS/5'd/A)
is acyclic except for the degree n, and :

<V A dn^ = d(d/ A n^) = d(ir1-1).
So we get :

(2.1.3)

f

Htf=/Hn(K)\^s.

Let Z := {(x,s) C C71 x S : \x\ < e, \f(x)\ < 6} for 0 < 6 < e < 1,
and ^ : Z — ^ y : = A x 6 ' the morphism induced by / x pr^, where A is
the open disc of radius 6, and we embed (5,0) in (C^O) and replace S
by its intersection with a ball of radius 6' for 6' sufficiently small. Let
A* == A \ {0}. By the same argument as [16], g induces a Milnor
fibration, i.e. :

(2.1.4)

The restriction of g over V* = A* x 5" is a topological
fibration for 0 < e < 1, 0 < 6 < 6(e), 0 < 6' < 6'{e),
and the topological type of the fiber (denoted by Fo) is
independent of 6,

where 6{e)^6'{e} are constants depending on e such that g'1^^) is
transversal to the sphere of radius e f o r 0 < e < l , | t | < S(e), \s\ < S^e).
Using an extension of / to X x C771, this can be reduced to the S smooth
case (but g becomes a topological fibration over a Zariski open subset
of A x S). Note that dimq J^-^Fo, Q) = ^ the Milnor number of /o.
Let s C S with S as in (2.1.4). Replacing 0 in (2.1.4) with 5, we have a
Milnor fibration defined over a neighborhood of 5. But its range of e may
be smaller than the range of e of the Milnor fibration in (2.1.4), and it is
not trivial whether the inclusion of the Milnor fibers Fg —> FQ induces an
isomorphism of cohomologies even though they have the same dimension.
In fact, this is related with the delicate problem about the topological
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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triviality of Milnor fibration, cf. [30]. But the cohomological assertion
with rational coefficients can be easily checked analytically, cf. remark
after (2.3).
Since g is a Stein morphism, we have :
(2.1.5)

R-g.K = ^n^/dQ^-1),

and
/^ i ^\

Rng^K is compatible with base
change by a closed embedding of S.

The following is well-known to specialists in the S smooth case :
(2.1.7)

^g^K is a free Oy -Module of rank fi for e, S, 6'
as in (2.1.4), and the restriction morphisms (for
different 6) induce isomorphisms.

In fact, the invariance by e is checked as in [3], and the coherence follows
from a standard argument (using for example [12]). Then the remaining
assertion of (2.1.7) is reduced to the case S = pt by (2.1.6) and follows
from well-known results of BRIESKORN [3] and SEBASTIANI [25] (which
follows also from the natural inclusion W —^ V>OGf in (2.6.2), cf. also
[13], [22, 2.6].) Applying the same argument to (5, s) for s G S and taking
the limit for e —> 0, we get :
(2.1.8)

(^'f)s is a free Ocx^o^)-1110^11!6 OI ^^ ^ for s € 5.

LEMMA 2.2. — Let TT : S' —^ S be a morphisms of analytic spaces. Then
we have a canonical isomorphism :

(2.2.1)

^n'f -^ n'^f

compatible with the action of 9^~1, where 7r*W is defined by :

Os'W^-.OsW^^'f
and TT*/ is the abbreviation of (id x 7r)*/. Moreover^ (2.2.1) is compatible
with the composition of morphisms of the base spaces S.

Proof. — We have the canonical morphism (2.2.1) compatible with the
composition of the morphisms of base spaces, by the right exactness of
tensor product (because d : ^\^s/s —> ^^s/s ls O^-l^ear), and this
implies also the isomorphism (2.2.1) when TT is a closed embedding. By
the compatibility with the composition of {5'} —> S ' and TT, the restriction
of (2.2.1) to each point is an isomorphism, and the assertion follows
from (2.1.8).
TOME 119 —— 1991 —— N° 2
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PROPOSITION 2.3. — H^ is locally free of rank fi over Os{t}.
Proof. — The assertion follows from (2.1.8) if S = pt. For g : Z -^ Y
as in (2.1.4), we have a natural morphism :
(2.3.1)

GR^^l^x^-^

by (2.1.3), and the assertion is reduced to the bijectivity of (2.3.1) by
(2.1.7). But it is enough to show its surjectivity by (2.1.7-8). Taking the pull-back by {s} —^ S, the assertion is reduced to the case
S = pt by (2.1.6) (but e might be bigger than the range of Milnor
fibration around 5, cf. the remark after (2.1.4)). Then 1-i" is a finite
^{{(^"^-module [13], [17], and is generated over the discrete valuation ring C{{^~1}} by generators of a finite dimensional vector space
n'f/Q^n^ = ^o^.M^o1 (cf- [3])1 so the assertion is clear by (2.1.5).
Remark. — By (2.3.1), the restriction morphism ^^(Fo^Q) -^
jr1"1^, Q) is an isomorphism in the notation of the remark after (2.1.4),
cf. also [30]. The above argument is a quite simple version of the argument
used in the proof of Scherk's surjectivity of the restriction morphism of
the cohomology of a good compactification of Milnor fiber [36].
2.4. — With the notation and assumption of (2.1), let ^>fCxxS be
Deligne's vanishing cycle sheaf [6]. Then supp (pf Cxxs C {0} x 6', because
(2.1.4) holds also for points outside {0} x 5, where the Milnor number is
zero. Put :
(2.4.1)

Lf:=^fCxxs[n-^} {o}x^.

By the above remark, Lf is a local system on S with the action of
monodromy T, and
(2.4.2)

(L^^-^Zn^^.C)

for

0 < \t\ < ^ s e S

by (2.1.4) (choosing a lifting of t to the universal covering of A*), where Z
is as in (2.1.4) and Z H g'1^^) is the Milnor fiber. We can also check
that Lf is compatible with base change of 5, i.e.
(2.4.3)

TT-Lf = L^f

for TT : S ' —> S as in (2.2). By equivalence of categories (1.4.4), we have a
local system ofP-modules Mj-(*) (resp. Mf(\)) on S whose stalks belong
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to Mrh(P,*) (resp. M^(p,\)) and correspond to those of Lf by (1.4.4).
More explicitly, we have natural inclusions :
(2.4.4)

^ M^(*r -^ MfW -^ J] M;(*r
aec
aec

(same for My(!)) inducing (1.1.3) at each stalk (in particular, My(*) is
generated by Mf^ over C{t} or C{{^~1}}), where M^*)^ are local
systems on S such that :
(2.4.5)

Mf^ = L;,A

for

A = exp(-2ma)

(same for Mf{\)) by (1.4.6). Here Lf = (j)^ L^A is the decomposition by
the eigenvalue of the monodromy T. Since T is quasi-unipotent, the stalks
of My(*),M^(!) are quasi-unipotent, and the decompositions (2.4.4) are
indexed by Q. So My(*),Mj(!) have the filtration V indexed by Q such
that y^Mj(*), VaMf(\) are local systems of C^H^-^-modules whose
stalks are finite over C{t} and also over C{{9^~1}}, cf. (1.2.1). We have a
natural morphism of local systems of P-modules :
(2.4.6)

M;(!)-^M;(*),

because My(*) = Mf(\)[t~1}. By (1.1.6) it induces an isomorphism :
(2.4.7)

y^O-^y^M^*)

for

a > 0.

Let 0,s'{Q[(9t] be the ring of relative differential operators (i.e.
^ A x s / s \ { o } x s ) ' We define :
(2.4.8)

M;(*) = Os{t}[9t] ^cww M;(*) = Os{t} 0c{Q A^(*)

(same for My(!)). We have a filtration V of My(*), Mf{\) by :
(2.4.9)

V-MfW = Os{t} 0cw VaM^)

(same for V^M^!)). Put V>aMf^) = |j/?>a V^Mf^) (same for
y>^My(!)). By definition, we have :
(2410)

VaMf(^) and V^M^*) have locally a free
basis over Os{t} induced by a basis in (1.4.2).
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2.5. — With the above notation and assumption, assume further S
smooth. Let Gf be the localization of 7^ by the action of ^-1. We define
a filtration of Qj by :
Fpgf=^^n-lH^

(2.5.1)

for

p e Z.

Then Qj has a natural structure of regular holonomic T>^^g .ro}x 5-Module
(i.e. the restriction to {0} x S of a regular holonomic Pcx6'-Module) such
that the characteristic variety Ch{Qf) is contained in T ^ . g C x S the
conormal bundle of {0} x S in C x S. This can be checked using the
Gauss-Manin system associated with the morphism g : Z —» Y in (2.1.4)
together with the isomorphism (2.3.1) (or we can use also the microlocal
Gauss-Manin system), cf. [II], [17], [22, §2], etc. In fact, the assertion is
local and we may shrink S so that (2.1.4) holds. The Gauss-Manin system
can be defined by :
(2.5.2)

( Oz = Hg.^z/s ^c C[9,])[dimX],
J

9

where the differential of the complex ^ / s ^c ^IA] ls g^611 by :
uj (g) 9't i—> ^uj 0 ^ - d/ A w 0 <^+1
(cf. [22, § 2]). Here H^ 0c C[^] is the abbreviation of :

^ z / s ^c C[9t}6{f - t)
with 6(f — t) the delta function supported on / = t such that :
9x^{f-t)=-(9^f)at6(f-t).
In particular, K is a subcomplex of ^ / s ^c C[9f], and we get a natural
morphism :
0

(2.5.3)

: =H
^0°(( /I Oz
^g^K -. I O
Ozz:=
Oz}.
J

gq

'J^ga

Since the restrictions of K, ^ z / s ^c ^IA] to ^*
quasi-isomorphic to (^((^y^-l] |^*, we have :
(2.5.4)

/

=

^ -l (^*)

are

both

{Rn-lg,Cz)\Y^cOY.^(Rng^K)\y. -^ U'Oz)\.
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So (2.5.3) is injective by (2.1.7). We define the Hodge filtration F on
f0z by :
(2.5.5)

FJ Oz= Q^^^g.K
J

for

pel.

9

We can also check that (f°g0z) \{o}xS is independent of e in (2.1.4).
Passing to the limit, it is generated by 7-^ over C[9t}. So we get an
isomorphism of Os{^}[c^]-Modules :
(2.5.6)

Gf-^ (f00^

\{0}xS

which gives the structure of Pcx6'|{o}x6'-Module on Gf' Using f°0z we
can also check the compatibility of Gf with base change of S as in (2.2),
i.e., for a morphism of complex manifolds TT : 5" —>• S , we have a canonical
isomorphism of P-Modules :
(2.5.7)

TT*^ -^ ^,

where 7r*Gf is the pull-back of P-Modules and is defined by :
Os'W^-.osW^'Gf.
Since Ch(Gf) C T^^gC x ^ Qf is ^cally trivial along {0} x 5, i.e., Gf is
locally isomorphic to the pull-back of a regular holonomic P-module M
of one variable by the projection p : C x S —^ C . So Gf has a filtration V
induced by V on M in (1.2.1), which coincides with the filtration V of
KASHIWARA [10] and MALGRANGE [14] along {0} x S indexed by Q. Note
that Gr^Gf is a smooth holonomic P^-Module, i.e., a locally free O.sModule with integrable connection. By definition (2.4.8), My(*), My(!)
have a structure of PCX 6' | {o}x6'-Modules, and they are regular holonomic,
because they are locally isomorphic to the pull-back of regular holonomic
P-modules by the smooth projection p as above. By (2.5.4), (2.5.6), we
get a canonical isomorphism :
(2.5.8)

Gf — M^(!),

because f Oz is the unique extension of (J Oz) y* as regular holonomic
Py-Module such that the action of 9t on (f°0z) \{o}xs ts bijective (this
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is a relative version of (1.4.1), and follows, for example, from the RiemannHilbert correspondence [II], [15]). By (2.5.3) together with (2.3.1), (2.5.6),
(2.5.8), we get a canonical morphism of Os {^-Modules :
(2.5.9)

H"^ -. Mf(\).

compatible with base change via (2.2.1), (2.4.3). By (2.3), (2.5.9) is
uniquely determined by its restriction to the points of 6'.
2.6. — With the above notation and assumption, assume further
S = pi. Then the filtration F on Gf in (2.1.2) induces the Hodge
filtration F of the mixed Hodge structure [26] on the vanishing cohomology
H^^Z H /-^.C) (0 < \t\ < 1) via the isomorphisms :
(2.6.1)

G^/H"f=FPHn-l{Z^f-l(tYt)^

for A = exp(-27rza), n - l - p < a < n - p (choosing a lifting of t
to the universal covering of A*), which is induced by (1.2.2), (1.4.5),
(2.4.2), (2.5.8) and the action of Qt. Here H^^Z H /-^^.C)^ denotes
the A-eigenspace by the action of the monodromy. This fact is essentially
due to VARCHENKO [27], see also [18], [20], [21], [24], etc. Note that the
paper [24] quoted in [18], [20], [21] is its first version, where no P-Modules
were used (except for meromorphic type).
We have :

(2.6.2)

V^Qf-^H'^V^Qf,

where the first inclusion follows from the positivity of the minimal
exponent [9], [13], and the second from the symmetry of the exponents (or
spectrum) [26] (using [27]). In fact, the maximal exponent is less than n,
and
dime Gr^' = dime G4+1^ (= dime Gr^Gf) for a > n - 1,
where U^ 3 V^Q^ for a large enough follows from \J,9^ = Qf. Note
that :
/^ ,. o\

dime Gr^W remains constant under
/^-constant deformation of /,

because the exponents and the Hodge numbers are constant under
/^-constant deformation [28].
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Remark. — We loose a lot of information by passing from the
Brieskorn module 'H"r to the Hodge filtration on vanishing cohomology
taking the graduation, cf. (2.6.1). The lost information is expressed by
the linear mapping c^ m [22]. But we don't loose information at all in
the quasihomogeneous case, where c/s^a = 0- This is because 7-^ is stable
by the action of <9^, and the infinite decomposition (1.1.3) is compatible
with 7^, i.e., H"^ is generated by C{t} or C{{<^~1}} over ^ H H^ so
that Ga^nl^G^H'^
PROPOSITION 2.7. — With the notation and assumption of (2.1), we
have a canonical morphism of Os {t}- Modules :

(2.7.1)

H'f —^ V^Mf^) = V^Mf^).

compatible with base change via (2.2.1), (2.4.3). Moreover, it coincides
with (2.5.9), if S is smooth.

Proof. — By the compatibility with base change to each point of 5,
(2.7.1) is unique. So the assertion is local on 6'. Take :
g : Z ->r = A x S

as in (2.1.4) by restricting S. Let uj € g^^ig. Since the restriction
of g over V* = A* x S is smooth, c ^ / d f determines a section s ( u j / d f )
of j^(Rn~lg^Cz\Y^ ^c Oy*)|{o}x6'^ where j : V* —^ Y is the natural
inclusion. This can be checked by extending the function / to X x S " ,
where 5"' is a smooth space containing S. Let M' be a coherent extension
of y^M^*), i.e. a coherent (9[/-Module whose restriction to {0} x S is
y°'My(*), where U is an open neighborhood of {0} x S in Y. We define
My(oo) = j^j^M' {o}x6'5 which is independent of a. Then we get a
morphism :
(2.7.2)

H'f -^ My(oo)

compatible with base change of S. Using a local basis { z » i , . . . ,v^} of
y^M^*) in (2.4.10), the image of uj e H'f in Mf(oo) is expressed by
]^a^ with di e (j*J*Oy) |{o}x5? ^d lt ls enough to show a^ e Os{t}.
If S is smooth, (2.7.2) coincides with the morphism induced by (2.5.3)
via (2.3.1), (2.5.6), (2.5.8), and it induces (2.7.1) by the positivity of the
minimal exponent [9], [13], cf. (2.6.2). Since the basis in (2.4.10) (and
hence the coefficients ai) is compatible with base change of 5, the assertion
is reduced to the smooth case if S is normal, using a desingularization of S.
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In general, let TT : 5" —> S be the normalization, and / / = TT*/, cf. (2.2).
Then we have H'l —>• Tr^y^M^*), and it is enough to show the vanishing
of the composition :
(2.7.3)

H"f — 7r,y>°M^(*) —— 7r,y>°Mj/(*)/y>°Mj(*).

The image is a coherent subsheaf, and annihilated by a power of t, because
a
^ ^ 0*J*^y) I {o}x5- So we get the assertion, because t is a non-zero
divisor of 7r^0s'{t}/0s{t} and 7r,y>°Mj/(*)/y>°My(*) is a direct sum
oi^0s'{t}/0s{t}.
COROLLARY 2.8. — The morphism (2.7.1) is injective and its cokernel is a free Os-Module of finite rank. Moreover the natural inclusion
V^MyO) -^ V^MyO) is factorized by (2.7.1).

Proof. — This follows from (2.6.2-3) and the compatibility with base
change.
Remark. — There is some similarity between the above situation and
the usual variation of (mixed) Hodge structure. In fact, the local system
of P-modules Mf(\) corresponds to the underlying C-local system of the
variation, Mf(\) to the underlying holomorphic vector bundle which is the
holomorphic scalar extension of the local system, and 7^ to the Hodge
bundles. Moreover, W/V'^^Mf^.) is a subbundle of a free 0^-Module
y^MyOYy71"1^^!), and the analogy becomes closer if we restrict 7^
to y^M^O/y^MyO). Note that, restricting H^ to Gry Mj(!), we get
the Hodge filtration of the variation of mixed Hodge structures on the
vanishing cohomologies, cf. (2.6.1).
2.9. — With the notation and assumption of (2.1), we define Gs ''= Gf,
by applying (2.5) to fs. Then Gs is a regular holonomic P-module as
in (1.1), and we have a canonical isomorphism :
(2.9.1)

Gs=Mf(\)^

because Mf(!) is compatible with base change of S. So we get a locally
constant sheaf on 5, denoted by Qs-> such that its stalk at s C S is Gs
and Gs = ^/(O- This means that we have the parallel translation of
the elements of G s ' Assume S contractible by shrinking 5 if necessary.
Then the locally constant sheaf is a constant sheaf, and we denote its
stalk by Q so that we have a canonical isomorphism Gs = G for any
s € S. Let U11, = U^ and m^ = dime Gr^T^ for s € 5'. By (2.6.3),
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ma is independent of s. Let L(^)' be the set of C-vector subspaces M
of V>°G such that V^Q D M D V^-^, and L(^) the subset of L(^) 7
consisting of M such that M is a C^H^'^-submodules of V^Q and
dime GT^M = ma for a e Q. Then L(^)' has naturally a structure of
complex manifold, and L(Q) is a locally closed analytic subspace of ' L ( G ) ' .
By (2.6.3), (2.7) and (2.8), we get :
THEOREM 2.10. — We have a period mapping :
(2.10.1)

^:S^L(G)

associating H'^ C L(^) to s C S, and it is holomorphic.
Since the Hodge nitration on the vanishing cohomology is obtained by
taking the graduation of H^ by V, cf. (2.6.1), this implies the following
(which is not trivial in the case S non-normal) :
COROLLARY 2.11. — We have a period mapping ^ associating the
Hodge filtration of mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of Milnor
fiber^ and it is holomorphic.
Proof. — For the target L(G) of ^, we take the product of flag varieties
of (Lf^\)o, cf. (2.4.2), (2.6.1), where Lf^\ denotes the A-eigenvalue part
of Lf so that (L^)o = H^^Z n /-^.O),^. Then the natural
morphism L(^) —^ L(^) is holomorphic.
3. Period mapping of the /^-constant stratum
3.1. — Let /' : (X, 0) x (5", 0) ^ (C, 0) be a miniversal deformation of
a holomorphic function /o ^h isolated singularity, where X is an open
neighborhood of 0 in C^, and S ' is a complex manifold such that :

r, Qf

111 5 OS^
n—

5

s=0

9f

' ' ' ' ^——
^_i

-,

r

^QJ

is a basis of Oxftl^Qfo), where ( r c i , . . . ,^), ( ^ i , . . . ,5^_i) are coordinate
systems of X and 5" respectively, and (9fo) = ^ 0x^9 fU^z- Here ^
is the Milnor number of /o- We may assume Sing/s = {0} and /s(0) = 0
if s belongs to the /^-constant stratum, by replacing / / if necessary. Put :
Oc' = Ox^s' / Y, Ox^s' 9f/9x,.
i
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Let TT' : X x S ' -^ S ' . Shrinking 6" if necessary, TT^OC' is a free Os' -Module
of rank /^, and we have a canonical inclusion :
(3.1.1)

T/ ' . Q s ' -^TT^OC'

whose cokernel is free of rank 1, by associating vf e TT^OC' to a vector
field v C Q s ' , where vf C TT^OC' is defined by lifting v to X x S ' and
is independent of the choice of lifting by definition of Oc' • We can also
define the Gauss-Manin system f°,0z' with Hodge filtration F as in
(2.5.2), (2.5.5), where g ' : Z ' -^ A x 5" is defined as in (2.1.4), cf. [17],
[22, § 2]. Let p ' : A x S ' -^ S ' be the natural projection. We can check
that the Hodge filtration F on J c \0z' is exhaustive (cf. [loc. cit.}), and :
^^

P'^f^Oz' is a free <Oc-Module
generated by Q^^S^f -1) for p C Z,

where 6{f — t) is the delta function as in (2.5), and the coordinates of C^
are used to trivialize ^/y^/. This is essentially due to BRIESKORN [30]
(cf. also [19, (1.4.3)]) admitting the injectivity of (2.5.3) in this case. Here
we can also use the theory of microlocal filtered Gauss-Manin system
[22, §2]. Then :
f313)

91rlv

c

^^P'^^fg^z') tor v G Qs' is identified
via (3.1.2) with the multiplication by —r]'(v) on T T ' ^ O C ' ,

because v6(f -t) = -(vf) 9t6{f -1). (Compare [19].) Let S be a closed
analytic subspace of the /^-constant stratum {s E S ' : ^{f's) = ^(/o)L an^
5'reg the smooth points of S. Let / be the restriction of / / over 5, and
define Oc and TT by replacing S ' , f with S,f. The Gauss-Manin system
is compatible with base change so that (3.1.2-3) holds with Z'\ 5",/', etc.
replaced by Z ^ S . f , etc., and (3.1.1) induces an injective morphism :
(3.1.4)

T} : Qs^ -^ ^Oc | s^ = V<0c' | s^

whose cokernel is also locally free (because {i^Qs' |5reg)/®5reg
free), where i : S —^ S ' is the natural inclusion.

ls

locally

THEOREM 3.2. — For S as above, the restriction of ^ in (2.10.1) to
5'reg is locally a closed embedding.

Proof. — This follows from the same argument as in [22, 2.10] using
(3.1.3-4). Let H = V^Q/V^G, and Ff = Q^H'^V^Q C H
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for p = 0,1,2. Then m? := dimFf is independent of s e 5'. Let
Flag^mo, mi, 777/2) be the flag variety of three subspaces with dimension
mo, mi, 7772. We have a holomorphic mapping :
(3.2.1)

^ : 5reg -^ Flag(^; mo.TTii, 7772)

by associating (F^F^.Fj) to 5 e 5reg. By definition, this is factorized
by ^|6',eg5 and it is enough to show the injectivity of d^. Let U be a
trivial holomorphic vector bundle on 5reg with fiber H. Let ^p be the
subbundle of H whose fiber at s is Ff for p = 0,1,2, and F~1 = 7Y,
^ = 0. Since V^P C ^T-l for a vector field v, the image of d^ is
contained in the horizontal tangent bundle whose corresponding locally
free sheaf is ©o^^T^omc^Gr^.Gr^"" 1 ). So it is enough to show that
the morphism :
(3.2.2)

Qs^ —^ nomo(Gr^, Gr^)

is injective and its cokernel is locally free. But this follows from (3.1.3-4).
Remark. — This proof was inspired by a discussion with J. STEVENS
about VARCHENKO'S work [29] at Leiden in 1984.
THEOREM 3.3. — Let S be the ^-constant stratum. Then ^ in (2.10.1)
is finite to one by shrinking S if necessary.

Proof. — It is enough to show the dimension of Z = ^"^(^(O)) at
0 e S is 0. (Take sufficiently small relatively compact neighborhoods [/,
U' of 0 in S such that U C U'', and replace S by U \ ^-^^(^ \ U)).
Then ^ becomes proper over the image, and has finite fibers.) Assume
dim Z > 0. Then we get the local injectivity of the restriction of ^ to Zreg
by (3.2). This is contradiction.
3.4 Example : quasihomogeneous case. — Assume /o is a quasihomogeneous polynomial of weight w i , . . . , Wn, i.e., /o is a linear combination
of monomials rr^1 • • • x^- whose degree is one, where :
dega:^1 • "x^ = miWi + • • • + rrinWn.
Let ^ i , . . . , ^ _ i be monomials such that { l . ^ i , . . . ,^-1} is a basis of
Ox,o/(9fo)- Then the miniversal deformation is given by :
/ / = fo+^gzSi,
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where (,§1,... ,5^-1) is the coordinate system of C^~ 1 , and S ' is an
open subset of C^~ 1 . Each s^ has the degree ^ :== 1 — deg^. Let
5 = C_x C^~ 1 , and 5o = t the coordinate of C with fQ = degso = 1.
Then S has a C*-action associated with the degree (^o? • • • 5^-1)5 i-e.,
a ( 5 o , . . . , <s^_i) = ( a ^ ^ o , . . . ^a^-^^-i) for a C C*. The associated
vector field E is given by ^ z/^((9/9.s^), and coincides with the Euler
vector field in [19] by definition. We have a decomposition :
S=S^xSQxS~,

where S + , S O ^ S ~ denotes respectively the positive, zero, and negative
degree part of S by the C*-action. Then the /^-constant stratum S is
({0} x S ' ) H (5° x S~) by [29], where we may assume S = S° x S~ with :
5° =505'°,

S~ =S^S~.

So S is smooth and the period mapping ^ is injective by (3.2) (by
shrinking S ' if necessary). But ^ in (2.11) is not injective in general.
In fact, lei TT : S —^ S° denote the natural projection which is also
induced by the C*-action. By the same argument as [22, 4.2], [23], the
Hodge filtration of vanishing cohomology is invariant under a deformation
of /o obtained by adding monomials of higher degree, and ^ is factorized
by TT. The image S° of TT is the parameter space of deformation of /o as
quasihomogeneous polynomials. By remark after (2.6), the restriction of ^
to 5'° is equivalent to the restriction of ^, and is injective. So we get :
(3.4.1)

There is a projection TT of the /^-constant stratum S to its
closed subspace, on which the local Torelli holds and TT
is the identity, and ^ is constant on the fibers of TV.

In particular, THEOREMS (3.2), (3.3) do not hold for ^. Note that, if /o
is homogeneous, deformation of homogeneous polynomials is essentially
equivalent to deformation of projective hypersurfaces, and the latter was
studied by CARLSON and GRIFFITHS [4], where the local Torelli was
proved in a different way.
3.5 Remark. — In [8] KARPISHPAN tried to extend (3.4.1) to the
non-quasihomogeneous case using the theory of primitive forms and
logarithmic vector fields [19]. But his arguments contain many gaps, and
his idea seems too optimistic. The situation seems much more complicated
than is described in [8]. Although the linear mappings 0/3 ^ in [22, §3]
express the information which is lost by passing to the graduation of T-i'^
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by y, it is not easy to relate this with the geometry of the discriminant
in the non-quasihomogeneous case. For example, the Euler vector field E
cannot be used to construct the projection TT, because :
The Euler vector field E is everywhere non-zero,
i.e. Fix(£') = 0, in the non-quasihomogeneous case,

(3.5.2)

The variation of mixed Hodge structure is not constant
on the logarithmic strata contained in the /^-constant
stratum, especially on the integral curves of E, if the
Milnor monodromy of /o is not semisimple,

cf. (3.6). Note also :
^ ^^

The logarithmic vector fields are
defined on A x S ' and not on 5".

This makes the arguments more complicated, because we have to use a
vector field on A x S coming form S (more generally, the coefficient of 9t
is divisible by t2) to get the correct action on the variation of mixed
Hodge structure which is obtained by graduation of the Gauss-Manin
system by the filtration V along {0} x 5, where S is a complex manifold
parametrizing a /^-constant deformation.
In fact, if we extend a vector field on {0} x S to a vector field on A x S
in a bad way (i.e., the coefficient of 9t is not divisible by t2), the action on
the variation may be different from that of the Gauss-Manin connection
on the variation. (Here the coordinate t on A x 5" is fixed, because we
consider deformation of function.) This kind of problem occurs, because
the inclusion {0} x 6" —^ A x 5" is characteristic and we have to use the
filtration V. We don't have such a problem in a non-characteristic case,
e.g., A x D —> A x 6" for a locally closed submanifold D of S ' , because
the restriction is defined simply by tensor of the structure sheaf.
3.6 Remark. — Let v = t{v\.,..., v^) be a good basis of the Brieskorn
module 7^ in [22]. Let /' be a miniversal deformation of /o as in (3.1),
and S ' its base space. Let ( ^ i , . . . ,^-i) be a coordinate system of 5",
and 9i = 9/9si. By MALGRANGE [31], the good basis is uniquely extended
to a basis (also denoted by v = ^i,..., z^)) of the Brieskorn module H"^,
associated with /' so that :
(3.6.1)

t9t-v = Ao9tV + (Ai - l)v,

(3.6.2)

9iV = B,9tV
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where Ao, B^ are matrices with coefficients in holomorphic functions on 5",
and AI is a semisimple matrix with constant coefficients such that v^ is an
eigenvector of A\ with eigenvalue ai (where o^ are the exponents of /o)?
cf. [22, (4.3.4)]. By (3.1.2), Ai and B, express the action of / / and Q,f
respectively on TT^OC' in the notation of (3.1). Let S C 5" denote the
^-constant stratum. We have :
/
v

.
'

/

The restriction of v to s C S sufficiently
near 0 is also a good basis.

(This is essentially equivalent to that the restriction of v^ to s C S
sufficiently near 0 belongs to V^, cf. [22, (3.6)].) It follows from the
uniqueness of MALGRANGE'S extension [31]. In fact, a good basis at the
origin is uniquely extended to a good basis at s G S by fixing an opposite
filtration in [22] and using the parallel translation of the splitting of
the Hodge filtration in [loc. cit.} at 0 C 6'. Here we take the extension
Vj so that the projection of vj to the parallel translation of Ga at 0
is constant. This extension coincides with MALGRANGE'S extension by
its uniqueness, because we can take a one-parameter family and check
Malgrange's condition similar to (3.6.1-2) for the basis obtained above
using [22, (3.4.1)] and the constantness of the opposite filtration.
Let E be the Euler vector field. By definition [19], we have :
(3.6.4)

t9t=Ef+E

with

E ' = g{s)9f + ^ 9z(s)9^
l<i<fi

where g{s)^gi{s) are holomorphic functions on 5". In particular,
(3.6.5)

E'v=g{s)9^+ ^ gi(s)B,9tV.
l^i<l^

Since E is a logarithmic vector field, we have E(1-(.'r,) C 1~i"^ and :
(3.6.6)

(3.6.7)

E'\ = Ao^v,

Ev = (Ai - l)v,

Ao =g(s)+ ^ gz{s)B,
l<i<^

by (3.6.1), because v is a basis of U^, over Os'ft{{9^}}, cf. [22]. (This
argument is same as [22, 4.3] where we proved that the primitive form is
an eigenvector of E.) In particular, if /o is not quasihomogeneous, we have
Ao(0) / 0 (using [32]), and E ' is not zero at 0 e A x S ' by (3.1.3), (3.6.6).
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So we get (3.5.1). (The assertion (3.5.1) is also proved by KARPISHPAN in
his recent manuscript.)
Let D C 5" be an integral curve of E contained in the /^-constant
stratum. Replacing / / if necessary, we may assume {Qif) {o}xD = 0This implies g{s) = 0 for s e D by (3.6.7) (using the identification with
the action on TT^OC'), because /' \{o}xD = 0- So we get :
(3.6.8)

E ' AXT, = ( ^ 9zW
Ki<fi

^

AXD'

i.e., the coefficient of 9t is zero, cf. the remark after (3.5.3). Here A x D —>
A x 6" is non characteristic, cf. the last remark in (3.5). Let / // denote
the restriction of / / over D. By (3.6.3), {9f^}zeJ(a,p) is a free basis of
^-n+i G^Qf" over Op, where I{a,p) = [i : ai - a = p}. By (3.6.6),
Gr^ Grv E1 ^D : Gr^ Gr^// —— Gr^ Gr^//

coincides with Gr^ Gry Qft which is identified with — Gr^ N by the
isomorphism (2.6.1), where N = \ogTu/2m with Tu the unipotent part
of the Milnor monodromy T. If the Milnor monodromy is not semisimple,
Gr^ N ^ 0 by the strict compatibility of N with the Hodge filtration F
on the vanishing cohomology, and the Hodge filtration F is not locally
constant along D, because it is not stable by the action of E ' . (Note that
the restriction of E to D coincides with that of — E ' , and we have to
use —E' to get the correct action, cf. the remark after (3.5.3).) So we
get (3.5.2).
We can also verify directly (3.5.2) in the example /o = xp-{-yQ-^zr -\-xyz
with l/j?+ 1/q + 1/r < 1. In fact, we have a C*-action on C x C^~ 2 x C*
which contains A x 5" by taking :
/ =^-^-y'3 + z1^+xyzs^ 4-

^

^5,,

Kz<p,-2

where { l , x y z , g ^ , . . . ,^-2} is a monomial basis of Ox,o/(9fo). The
vector field corresponding to the C*-action is the Euler vector, but it
is nowhere zero. Moreover, we can check that the mixed Hodge structure
on the vanishing cohomology varies really along the ^-constant stratum
{s,=0 (i^^-1)}.
3.7 Remark. — The mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of
Milnor fiber depends on the choice of the coordinate t of the open disc A,
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because the isomorphism (1.4.5) depends on t, where the Hodge nitration
is denned on the left hand side, and the rational structure on the right. So
the period map in [8] is not well-defined, because he considers the map of
the parameter space of a deformation of hypersurface instead of function.
To make the period map well-defined, we have to take a quotient space of
the classifying space of mixed Hodge structure. But it is not clear what
kind of quotient space we should take, because the ambiguity of defining
equation is given by a function on (€^,0) (not only by a function on A).
To solve this problem, there may be two possibilities. One is to
choose an embedding of the base space of the miniversal deformation
of hypersurface into the product of an open disc A with the base space 6"
of the miniversal deformation of function, cf. also remark below. But we
cannot get a well-defined period mapping ^ of the /^-constant stratum in
the base space of the deformation of hypersurface, taking the composition
with the embedding. The second is to give up the local Torelli for
hypersurfaces, and consider only the moduli of functions. In any case,
the arguments in [8] do not seem to be useful by (3.5.1-2).
3.8 Remark. — Let S be the /^-constant stratum of the base space of
the miniversal deformation of a function. We have a stratification of S by :
r(s) = r{fs) := dime Ox,o/(/., 9fs) for s C 5,
with the notation and assumption of (2.1). Let Sr = {s C S : r(s) = r}. It
is a union of logarithmic strata (like foliation). Note that the logarithmic
stratification in [19] is not locally finite. Let D be a logarithmic stratum,
and Ts a submanifold of A x 5" transversal to D at s e D, where A x S '
is as in (3.1). According to KARPISHPAN, we have :
(3.8.1)

dimD=ii-r(s) for

s C D,

(cf. p. 290 in [33]), and dim Is = r(s). Since the fibers are analytically
trivial along D, Ts should be identified with the base space of the
miniversal deformation of the hypersurface /.s-l(0) by Kas-Schlessinger.
So we get an embedding of the base space into A x 5". But, of course, the
restriction of ^ to the base space depends on the choice of Ts. Note that
a miniversal deformation of /o induces that of fs for s C S sufficiently
near 0. One might expect that the local Torelli for hypersurfaces holds on
r,n5,(,),i.e,
/o „ r>\

The restriction of ^ to Ts H Sr^s) is
inject! ve on a neighborhood of s.
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If s is a smooth point of 6^5), then Ts H 5^) is smooth, and (3.8.2) is
equivalent to the infinitesimal Torelli (i.e. the injectivity of the differential). But (3.8.2) is not true as is seen in the following :
Example. — With the notation of (3.4), assume S° = {0} so that ^ is
constant. If (3.8.2) is true, we have Ts H 5^) = {s} for any s C S = S ~ ,
or equivalently :
(3.8.3)

dim Sr = ^ — r

for any

r

using (3.8.1). But this is not true in general. For example, let fo=x6-^- y5.
Then dim 5 = 3 , and the ^-constant deformation is given by :
f =x6 +y5 -\- ax^y3 + bx^y2 + cx3y3,
where (a,^,c) is the coordinate system of S. By definition,
^ - r = dimlm(/, : 0x^1(9 fs) -^ Ox,o/(9/.)),
and we can check ^ - r = 0 if (a, b, c) = (0,0,0), 1 if a / 0, (&, c) = (0,0),
and 2 otherwise, because a;5^2,^4 G (9/s). (In fact, in the case 6 ^ 0 ,
we can check x3y4,x6y'2,x7y,x5y3,x2y5,x5y2 e (Ofs) inductively.)
3.9 Remark. — Another major problem in [8] is that the filtration "V
depends not only on the choice of a good basis, but also on the representative of the basis. We can find easily a counter example to (5.3) in [loc. cit.}.
It gives also a counter example to Proposition and Corollary in (5.8) of
[loc. cit.]. The error comes form a misinterpretation of the determinant
theorem in [loc. cit.]; there is no relation between eji, . . . . ujn associated
with / and those associated with fr as long as the properties (ii) and (iii)
are concerned. Here KARPISHPAN uses the decomposition X x S ' of the
total space to extend a form on X to the total space. But the extension depends heavily on the choice of the decomposition (associated with
the choice of the miniversal deformation). If one uses relative differential
forms, there is a problem about the ambiguity of the extension as relative
forms, and it is not easy to get something well-defined without loosing
information, see remark (3.10) below.
Example. — Let / = x4 + y4 e C{x,y}. We have :
d/ A d(rcy) = 4(^+V - ix^^dx/x A dy/y,
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and 1-i"^ = fl^^/df A dOc^o has a basis x ' y ^ d x d y (0 < ij < 2) over
€{t} or C{{(^-1}}, where rcVd^ = 0 in H'f if (z-3) or (j-3) is divisible
by 4. With the notation of [8, §5], we take x ' y ^ d x d y (0 < ij <, 2;
(i,j) / (2,2)) and (rr 2 ^ 2 +3:^0^ for the representative of a good basis
{ c j i , . . . , c<^}. Then we can calculate the filtration "V on C{;r, y} explicitly,
and x1^ (0 <_ i^j < 2) can be taken for ( ^ i , . . . ,(^. In particular, x^y2
is a part of a basis of Gr//y M^ and fr = f 4- A(r):r 2 ^ 2 is a /^-constant
deformation where A(r) is a non-zero holomorphic function of r. But re2?/2
does not belong to ffV10, and consequently the corresponding curve does
not belong to 1C. So 1C is smaller than the /^-constant stratum D^.
For COROLLARY in (5.8) of [loc. cit.}, we replace / by / + z2 to
get a function of three variables. (This may be done also for (5.3).)
Then the exponents are added by \ because dz has degree j . Take
uj = {x^y2 + x3)dxdydz and fr = f + rx^y2. Then x^dxdydz is not
zero in 0^, for r -^ 0, and hence a{s^{r)) = ^ for r / 0 because
deg^drcd^/d^ = ^ . But a(uj) = | at r = 0, because .z^drcd^/d^ = 0
in 'H" at r = 0. This gives also a counter example to PROPOSITION
in (5.8), because uj is a part of a basis satisfying the three conditions
in the determinant theorem applied to /.
3.10 Remark. — Using MALGRANGE'S extension [31] of a good
basis in [22] (cf. also (3.6)), it is possible to get a correct version of
THEOREM in [8, (5.3)] by (3.6.3). Let L : (G,0) -^ (5",0) be a holomorphic
mapping of an open disc C with coordinate s. Let { ^ * ^ i , . . . . ^v/^} denote
the pull-back of the good basis in (3.6) to ^*7-^/. Then :
/
(3

.
u

)

i(C) is contained in the /^-constant stratum if and
only if a(^(^*^) 1^=0) > ^ for any k > 0, j,

where a{w) = max{a : w G V^Qjo} tor w C Gfo, and o^ is as in (3.6)
so that aj = a(i*Vj 5=0)- In fact, if i{C) is contained in the /^-constant
stratum, we have a(9^{^Vj) s=o) ^ <^j by (3.6.3).
The proof of the converse is essentially same as in [8], where the
argument holds for any basis. Assume i(C) is not contained in the
/^-constant stratum. Let D C A x 5" denote the discriminant. Let
{ 7 1 , . . . ,7^} be a basis of the multivalued section of the local system on
the complement of D, whose stalk is the homology of the Milnor fiber. We
have a multivalued holomorphic function I^j defined by the integration of
V j / d f along the stalk of 7^ at each point of A x S ' \ D. It is well known
that /^ l-n / 2 det(J^j) is a unit, where h is a reduced equation of D. (This
follows immediately from the calculation of the Brieskorn module in the
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ordinary double point case.) Here we use the fact that { z ; i , . . . ,v^} is a
basis of H ' r , over O^s' •, and :
(3.10.2)

The degree of the projection D —> S ' is [i.

It is also well known that :
(3.10.3)

The /^-constant stratum coincides
with {P C A x 5" : multp^D = /4.

If n > 2, the assumption and (3.10.2-3) imply that i^h is not divisible
by ^, i.e., det(^J^) 2 is not divisible by t^-2^. So 9^(^I^) \s=o is not
divisible by ia3~^ for some i,j,k, and we get the assertion. If n = 2,
we can apply the same argument to {Q^v^,..., 9^1v^} which is a basis
of(9,-1^,.
It should be noted that MALGRANGE'S extension is highly transcendental and it is not easy to calculate it explicitly, because it is obtained as
the solution of some connection using the Fourier transformation of the
microlocal Gauss-Manin system, cf. [31]. So it is not easy to get a more
explicit formula. It is not clear how much (3.10.1) is useful for the calculation of the /^-constant stratum (for example, compare with (3.10.3)).
3.11 Remark. — We can prove the conjecture about the minimal
exponent which is proved in [8, (8.12)] in some cases, using the theory
of mixed Hodge Module and filtered microlocalization (which does not
change (^), as long as the primitive form is associated with a good section
in [22]. With the notation and assumption of (2.6), let :
^ := H^/a^H'} = Gr^Gf ,

with V the filtration induced by V on Qf. Then the minimal exponent has
multiplicity one and the corresponding eigenvector by the morphism A\
generates flf over Ocn,o^ where Ai is as in (3.6.1). It is enough to show
that V is a filtration by Oc",o-submodules such that its graded pieces
are annihilated by the maximal ideal me", 05 because we have a surjective
morphism of O^^o-^odules Oc",o —)> ^f by (3.1.2), and the graduation
of the induced filtration V on Oc",o ls also annihilated by mc^,o- For the
proof of the assertion, it is enough to show that Gr Gr^(Z)^xc^(/ — t))
is annihilated by mc^o for o^ < 1, using the commutativity of Gr^, Gry
with the direct image of D-Modules by a compactification of / in [3]
(cf. [34, 3.3.17], [35, 2.14]) together with the filtered microlocalization
which does not change Gr^ for a < 1. Then the assertion follows from
[34, 3.2.6], because supp Gr^(Vxxc6(f -1)) C {0} for a < 1.
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3.12 Remark. — The period mappings used in this paper and [8] are
quite different from that in [19] which is defined on the complement of
the discriminant and depends on the choice of primitive form in general.
This was first introduced by BRIESKORN in the case of rational double
singularity, and was extended to simple elliptic singularity by LOOIJENGA,
K. SAITO. The formalism of K. SAITO [19] works well in these two cases
where the non-negativity of the degree of the C*-action on the base space
was essentially used. For the moment, it is not clear whether it gives good
information about the complement of the discriminant in the general case.
The next test is the fourteen exceptional singularities (e.g. x7 + y3 + z2)
where we cannot compactify the fibers simultaneously in a natural way
(using a weighted projective space) and the Milnor fibration is not defined
algebraically, i.e., a Milnor fiber of the universal family is not topologically
equivalent to the affine hypersurface containing it, because there is a
cycle vanishing toward the divisor at infinity (this can be seen in the
one-parameter family {x7 + y3 + z2 + sx^y =1}).
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